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The Life and Grind as a Nurse
85% of nurses state they are
struggling with continually flawed
EHR systems. [1]

98% of nurses are dissatisfied with
the time allowed to be spent with
patients versus the time allowed to
document… [1]

90% of EHR nursing users attested
that the use of the current EHR
system in their facility has negatively
impacted communications between
nurses and their patients. [1]
For many nurses, remembering how paper charting was done is becoming a distant memory. Someday we
may completely lose the art of squinting our eyes just so, and tilting our heads at just the right angle to
read the written documentation from the previous shift. Computerized charting has eliminated the
illegible documentation we once had to endure.
Computerized charting, however, hasn’t eliminated misspellings. Documentation is the legal record and
spelling errors can become distracting and give the appearance of our documentation as being
unprofessional and unreliable. Although correct spelling and patient care may not be linked, many spelling
errors may reflect negatively on our ability to accurately and reliably deliver care.
IPeople can help minimize errors in charting by giving users the ability to have a spell check feature when
documenting free-text fields. It may be impossible to eliminate all errors in charting, however, utilizing
spell checking can help produce a more professional and trustworthy legal patient record.
But don’t stop there… IPeople offers innovative solutions to help fill the gaps in workflow automation,
data validation, and even missing features from your current healthcare applications. Do you have ideas
on how you wish your current software would work but are not sure how to implement these ideas? Click
here to learn more about how IPeople can help!
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Let IPeople Help
At IPeople, we help you automate your Nursing workflow so that you can give your patients what they
need most… your time! Our goal is to create standardization and accountability through:
•
•
•
•

Sustained improved error rate
Decreased patient harm
Improved patient satisfaction
Higher staff satisfaction

Sample Bi-directional Integration:

Sample Workflow Automation:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Interventions
Assessments
Clinical Notes
Vital Signs
Notes
Plan of Care
Intakes and Outputs

•
•

•

Easily check spelling and grammar for
assessments and intervention documentation
Quickly launch a second session of your
assessment screen
Allow nurses to quickly access the patient’s
order history without leaving their
documentation. Imagine, having the ability to
access multiple types of information with no
more jumping from routine to routine.
Launch other 3rd party systems and pass patient
identifiers based on the currently accessed
patient
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